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Gates was born and raised in San Jose, California.  He is married with two 

children (ages 3 & 1).  He currently resides in Mesa, Arizona where he

attends Arizona State University. Gates will graduate from ASU in May 2009 

with a degree in Civil Engineering - focusing in Construction Engineering.  

He has worked for the previous two years as a structural designer for Vertex 

Consulting Structural Engineers.  In addition to his engineering background, 

Gates, has also spent several years working various corporate information

technology contracts (including terms at IBM and Honeywell).  Gates’

passions include: Structures, Disneyland, and Technology.

Sonia was born and raised in Snohomish, Washington.  She currently resides 

in Tempe, Arizona where she attends Arizona State University.  Sonia will 

graduate from ASU in December 2009 with a degree in Civil Engineering.

She has worked for the past eight months as a traf�ic intern for Civtech

Incorporated.  Sonia has also spent several years in customer service 

(including time with Edible Arrangements and the Woodinville Dance

Academy).  Sonia’s passions include: Learning, Dancing, and Reading.

Daniel Berriz was born in Gernada Hills, California, and moved to Mesa,

Arizona when he was nine years old.  He currently attends Arizona State

University; expecting to graduate May 2010 with a bachelors degree in

Mechanical Engineering and a minor in Mathematics.  He recently started an 

internship at Able Engineering as a Junior Engineer working with aerospace

components. Daniel’s passions include: Road Racing, Science Fiction Novels, 

and His Girlfriend Sonia.

Brian was born and raised in Tempe and Gilbert, Arizona.  He and his wife 

have been married for two years and currently live in Chandler, Arizona.  He 

attends Arizona State University and will graduate from ASU in May 2009 

with a degree in Civil Engineering - focusing in Water Resources and Project 

Management.  He plans to apply to graduate school to pursue a degree in Real 

Estate Development.  He has worked for the previous two years as an

engineering intern for CMX, a Civil engineering �irm, where his primary focus 

has been land development.  Brian’s passions include: Family, Religion, Land 

Development, and Fast Cars.


